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The history of AutoCAD is almost as old as the software itself. The first version was
developed in 1974 by Ed Chatfield, who used a 64KB Apple II to create some basic
cross-sections of the schematic for his master's thesis. Chatfield did not expect the
program to be taken seriously as a commercial product and released it to the public
for free. His version of AutoCAD 1.0 was available on Altair 8800 diskettes.
Initially, the Altair version only came with an 8-inch monochrome display and no
mouse. In 1977, Edwin Dijkstra (who was working at the same time as Ed Chatfield)
founded EDS Inc. and released AutoCAD 2.0, an office suite that featured the first
major GUI (Graphical User Interface) on a desktop computer. The first full-color
version of AutoCAD, AutoCAD 1.1, was released in 1980. Other CAD packages such as
Architool, Aldus Deskwriter, AutoCAD LT, TopCAD, and Autodesk Inventor all used a
clone or derivative of the GUI created by EDS Inc. for AutoCAD 1.1. In 1981, the
first version of AutoCAD for the PC was released with limited functionality. Although
the Apple II version was available on diskettes, the first version of AutoCAD for the
PC, which is the version that most users know, was released as a standard Windows
program. Autodesk acquired EDS Inc. in 1994, and purchased Autodesk in 1999. The
company eventually released AutoCAD V5, which was a major upgrade over the previous
version. AutoCAD 2008 is the most recent release of AutoCAD and was introduced in
March 2008. Features of AutoCAD AutoCAD is a commercial CAD program that has
traditionally provided 2D drafting and design capabilities, and has become
increasingly sophisticated. Its capabilities are best suited to a wide variety of
professional and educational uses, but the program can also be used for basic home
design. AutoCAD can be used on a variety of platforms, including PC/Mac, MS Windows,
Mac OS X, Linux and Unix. User Interface: AutoCAD's user interface (UI) is modeled
after the human eye-brain system. This is a natural approach for an engineer because
users are familiar with the ability of their eyes to
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Technology .NET AutoCAD Cracked Version 2008 introduced a suite of enhancements based
on the.NET Framework. Using.NET, AutoCAD 2008 was able to use the Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF) to render drawings and print to the Windows Printing
Framework (WPF) to enable printers to accept an AutoCAD drawing (a PDF version was
created instead). AutoCAD 2008 introduced the PrintServices architecture, and the
ability to have multiple active printers in the same CAD session. AutoCAD 2008
introduced AutoLISP 2.0, a Lisp scripting engine integrated with AutoCAD. The purpose
of this was to reduce the time it takes to modify or create a drawing. In order to do
this, AutoCAD integrated what was the Lisp interpreter with the drawing object. The
drawing object contains all the information about the object and allows the user to
write a script (in Lisp) that works with that object. AutoCAD 2009 introduced NetRexx
2.0, a second Lisp scripting engine that can be used with AutoCAD. NetRexx (named
after the automata theory) is also a procedural language, but with the added ability
to dynamically modify and generate objects. AutoCAD 2009 introduced a new SQL
Database schema called DBCS (Database Connectivity Services) that stores all the
drawing and drawing-related data in a relational database that is stored locally.
This reduces the amount of traffic to the network and makes it possible for AutoCAD
to load all the information for a drawing from the local database to memory. AutoCAD
2010 introduced the Graphical Database for DWG (GDBI) format, used for storing and
viewing data in a relational database. AutoCAD 2010 and 2012 introduced the.NET
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extension, so it is possible to use.NET to control AutoCAD. AutoCAD 2010 introduced
the Graphical Database for DXF (GDBIX), used for storing and viewing data in a
relational database. AutoCAD 2011 introduced Dynamic Parameters, whereby the user can
add a parameter (such as a date) to a drawing that can be linked to the drawing
template. AutoCAD 2012 introduced QuickSummarize, a new drawing template feature that
allows users to create an automatic summary drawing on the basis of a set of data
that is linked to an AutoCAD drawing. It is possible to save the summary drawing in
various output formats, such as a DXF or a PDF. af5dca3d97
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What's New in the?

Designer and Draftsman: New appearance theme: With sleek new design and easier
navigation, use AutoCAD to design and draft. Selective and Complex Geometry: Create
complex geometry with greater accuracy and precision, while retaining the accuracy of
traditional applications. High-Quality Color Schemes: Choose from a variety of high-
quality color schemes, including System and Object-based color options. Color
Adjustments: Precisely adjust color throughout your design, and fine-tune your color
scheme and specific colors to your personal taste. Increased Control of Schemes:
Choose from a variety of color schemes, including system and object based options.
View and Edit Data in the Editor: Select the current design data in the Editor to
view in other drawing views and edit as desired. Printing: Enhanced printing
productivity with the ability to print directly to an optional external 3-D printer,
including the ability to print to a mobile device. Support for both Print and Share:
Create and share rich, hi-resolution graphic files for your 3-D designs, including
the ability to include annotations, line styles, linetypes, block styles,
lineweights, and text. Subscription to AutoCAD 360: Access the full range of AutoCAD
features and add them to your subscription. Drag-and-Drop: Create new drawings from
an archive, edit existing drawings with ease, and convert an old drawing into a new
format. Enhancements to Support Microsoft Office: Works with the latest versions of
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint to open and view documents created in those applications.
Optional Shared Desks: Share models and drawings over a network or the Internet. New
Sharing: Send drawings directly to any email address or external file-sharing
application. Multi-Platform: Import from an external drive, upload files from other
applications, or get files from your team. Revision Tracking: View and select updates
to your drawing, and compare the most recent version of your drawing with the
previous version. Send Drafts: Share your designs with the people who can help you
get your job done. Alignment: Show the drawing
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Microsoft Windows: Mac: Android: Keep your mobile phone nearby, and enjoy this
amazing game. It's that simple! To play the free version on your smartphone or
tablet, click here. About the Game Attack of the Hordes is a classic top-down
strategy game inspired by the age of the Dragons. Your mission: stop the hordes from
destroying everything in their path. To achieve this, you must lead your army into
battle, using different types of attacks, whilst making sure you have
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